Earth First! Activists United with the Simon Jones Memorial Campaign and Our Old Friends the Liverpool Dockers Last Month Holding Actions in Memory of Simon Jones and in Celebration of His Life.

Simon was an activist who was hassled off income support. He joined Personnel Selection; an employment agency, which found him work first as a binman and then with Euromin on the docks of Shoreham Harbour. This is one of the most dangerous jobs in Britain and Simon went to work with no experience, no training and no hard hat. After 2 hours work a crane crushed his skull. Simon’s work mate and witness to his death was ordered to clean rubble bags, worth £5, which had been stained with Simon’s remains so that they could be sold. When he refused he was sent home without pay.

The 1st of September this year would have been Simon’s 25th birthday and it was marked by an action on the Euromin docks. Over 40 activists occupied the docks, and brought work to a halt. Banners were hung from the 68ft lighting rigs reading ‘Casualisation Kills’ and ‘Simon Jones RIP’. A local gran served the activists coffee and doughnuts while the workers were all sent home on full pay. A Liverpool Docker who had taken part in the action described the day as a brilliant success.

Two days later the Personnel Selection offices in Brighton were occupied. Phone calls were answered by protesters who informed the callers that the agency was closed due to incompetence. Major clients have beenSimon’s 25th birthday and it was marked by an action on the Euromin docks. Over 40 activists occupied the docks, and brought work to a halt. Banners were hung from the 68ft lighting rigs reading ‘Casualisation Kills’ and ‘Simon Jones RIP’. A local gran served the activists coffee and doughnuts while the workers were all sent home on full pay. A Liverpool Docker who had taken part in the action described the day as a brilliant success.

Two days later the Personnel Selection offices in Brighton were occupied. Phone calls were answered by protesters who informed the callers that the agency was closed due to incompetence. Major clients were informed that the company had collapsed. A banner reading ‘Murderers’ hung from an office window over a main road while passers by were given leaflets explaining the occupation. After two rounds of negotiations Personnel Selection agreed to shut the offices, send the workers home on full pay and display a notice on the front door reading ‘Due to an occupation these offices have been closed’.

The situation surrounding Simon’s death is by no means unique. Deaths and major accidents, such as limb loss, at work are regular occurrences with only 1 in 20 of these being investigated last year. Casualisation and dangerous working conditions are issues which effect us all and which should be resisted by us all.

The Simon Jones Memorial Campaign has already embarrassed a Labour minister into promising legal reform. It continues to network and to actively resist the conditions responsible for these tragedies and the capitalist system which creates them.

Simon Jones Memorial Campaign, PO Box 2600, Brighton BN2

AVON RING ROAD

The campaign against the Avon Ring Road (stage 2) hangs in the balance. This road, due to become Bristol’s M25, is the largest Local Authority road scheme in the country. The latest section destroys a disused railway line, a swathe of Siston Common, and would be built on top of a kilometre of Sustrans’ premier cycleway – the Bristol & Bath Railway Path.

Campaign group, SCRAPPIT, has held back the road for almost four years with High Court legal challenges. But now site clearance contracts are due to be let in October. Parties and temporary camps have been held on the route of the road but any day now the chain saw gangs could move in on the beauty spots that lie in the path of this tarmac monster. Fresh campaigners and activists are needed now.

Contact: SCRAPPIT c/o 84 Colston Street, Bristol.
KEBELE CAFE, 14 Robertson Road, Easton, Bristol.
WORK STARTS AT ASHTON COURT

The Ashton Court Camp was set up 7 months ago in opposition to the extension of a limestone quarry owned by Australian Multinational Pioneer Aggregates into a wildflower meadow and public parkland.

The Meadow contains over 90 rare species including wild orchids, skylarks, badgers bats which are currently being translocated by Alaska Environmental (as seen at Twyford Down, Selar and Manchester). Work has been successfully disrupted a number of times, including regular action shuttle runs during the EF! Gathering. The 8ft galvanised steel fence surrounding the whole site also seems to keep falling apart

Pioneer were informed recently of the existence of a tunnel, dug through limestone under the noses of Pinkerton’s security. With little regard for the tunnellers’ safety, they have continued blasting and relocation using heavy machinery. The campaign is trying to force Pioneer to recognise their legal duty of care, which applies to trespassers as well as workers and guests. Eviction papers for the camps would mean they had to recognise this and stop blasting.

There’s potential for actions every day, and solidarity actions against Pioneer plants and quarries would be welcome.

Camp Mobiles: 07970 423834 / 0467 430211
Pioneer: 01275 392471
Alaska Environmental: 01929 463301
Stokewood Farm, East Stoke, Wareham, Dorset BH20 6AL

SIEMENS OFFICE OCCUPIED

Activists from Manchester EF! recently occupied the regional head office of Siemens, a German multinational who are building unsafe nuclear power stations across Eastern Europe, including the well-known Moehovce plant in Slovakia. 12 people took part in the action, which was partly a memorial action for Ray Leach, a peace and environmental activist who died recently. The aim was to get Siemens to comment on the contradiction between their environmental policy and building nuclear power stations, and it was successful in this respect since Alistair McDonald, the communications manager will be meeting the group in November. More info: 0161 834 8301.

SCOTTISH SNOWBALLS

At 5:30 on Sunday afternoon, a number of concerned individuals carried out a citizens’ inspection of a potentially hazardous ‘test’ site of genetically modified (GM) crop at Coltrannie Farm in Perthshire, owned by Plant Breeders International, a subsidiary of Monsanto. Three people were arrested and charged with housebreaking and theft for attempting to take sample plants from a potato crop to send off to Scottish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) and the Department for the Environment, Transport, and the Regions (DETR) for GM testing.

“Our sampling is necessary because of confusion over this and other crops. Despite confirmation from the DETR on Friday that the crop in question was GM, the farmer in charge of the crop has today denied this. Following our arrests, he permitted samples to be taken. Once again, our action has demonstrated how the law, government ministers, the DETR and police act to uphold the undemocratic interests of transnationals over the interests of a public clearly against [gene] technology’, said a Scottish GenetiX Snowball participant.

ENGLISH SNOWBALLS

On 18th Sept., injunctions from Monsanto were outrageously extended to include the genetiX snowball press liaison person and anyone doing an action in the name of genetiX snowball. with the six injunctioned snowballers liable for any damages accrued.

The fourth English snowball action took place on the Sunday 20th Sept, following a training day in Cambridge. An unexpectedly early harvest of the sugar beet for disposal meant the activists missed their chance of disrupting the experiment. Nevertheless some 40 snowballers went to the AgroEvo HQ near Kings Lynn to plant trees, bulbs and biohazard signs to indicate the presence of genetically modified plants. One of the younger ‘genetiX Harvest’ participants - a six year old, planted a sapling sweet chestnut tree in the grounds of the testing station.

There was a police presence by the time they arrived, but no arrests were made and the event passed off peacefully.
DOSH TO COSH CAPITALISM
- Ideas for Fundraising for EF! Groups

One of the strengths of the direct action movement has been our ability to steal, blag, borrow and skip a lot of our gear, without having to use (much) money. However there are some things that we do need money for, and money can really strengthen a group's potential for effective, radical action and its ability to mobilise locally. Not many EF!ers or EF! groups have much experience of acquiring cash for action (fundraising), and a lack of cash and resources has disempowered a lot of groups and caused them to stagnate. This sheet aims to share experience from groups that have tried fundraising, and to give some tips on what has worked. Fundraising is a lot easier than you think, and we hope this insert opens up new possibilities for you and your group.

Stronger autonomous EF! groups with resources (vans, CB radios, marquees) and cash behind them will mean a more effective direct action movement. If each group could then pass a proportion of what they raise to the things that make up the EF! network, then EF! would become a real fighting force. The network is the "glue" linking the autonomous groups - the Action Update, national actions, gatherings, Do or Die. Imagine if every group went out and raised £300 each, kept £200 for their own local actions but passed £100 onto the gathering organising collectives, or to the Action Update.... We'd no longer be pissing around quite so much, but could be a serious force.

More examples of what could be done: £20 could print up some leaflets, buy a d-lock for blockades, collectively rent a couple of allotments, or hire a hall for a public meeting. £50 will print and post out a local newsletter. £100 could hire a coach to take you to a national action. £200 will get you some good CB radios. More can go towards saving for a van or a marquee.

So, here's a few suggestions:

**Stalls at gigs** - Find out when bands that are sympathetic to EF! / direct action (Levellers, Chumbawumba, Rage Against the Machine) are playing in your area. Contact them early on and find out if they'd mind you doing some fund raising there. You could just do some bucket rattling or set up a stall as well. Make sure it's obvious who you are, and 'have lots' of propaganda to hand out - Action Update and your own local newsletters or leaflets. It's a great way to get to see lots of bands and to raise cash at the same time. An EF! group that did this at a Levellers gig raised £70 in just a couple of hours by bucket rattling before and after the gig. You could also ask at your local club if they do a regular club night. Ask the bands or DJs to point out you and your stall.

**Pub collections** - These are another way to raise cash, fast, especially if you can do it in appropriate fancy dress (the Hunt Sabs do it in fox costumes - perhaps we should get caveman costumes?). Always ask permission first from the licensee and pick your pubs carefully. This has proved successful in the past and can be quite a laugh (honest). One EF! group raised £50 in 2 hours. Pissed people often chuck in notes!

**Stalls in town** - have loads of propaganda printed up, an eye-catching banner and lots of enthusiastic people to staff the stall. Prominent collection buckets often start to fill up. Maybe this is illegal, but the worst that's likely to happen is being asked to move on.

**Door to door collections** - Apparently this has been done and has yielded good results. Make sure that it is clear who you are and what group you are from - so people don't think that you're crooks. Remember that this is technically illegal, if anyone gives you hassle - to be above board you need to be a registered charity and have official name badges.

**Benefit gigs and other fundraising events** - These have to be well planned and publicised or you may end up losing money. If having a gig, only pay expenses for local bands and set an entrance charge that will make you money but people can afford too (have a concessionary rate for those on a low income). Other events could be a folk evening, nature talks, bingo night, jumble sale (recycling!), a ceilidh or something else that fits in with your local culture and community (charity polo match, anyone?).

All of the above suggestions involve your group going out into your local community. Fundraising this way will not only raise you money, but it also puts you in touch with your support base. It's good to see people's reaction to you and your politics. It'll also really help with raising your profile locally (without relying on crap local papers).

Of course fundraising should not substitute for group action (you don't want to end up like a local Greenpeace group) but should be seen as necessary to make our action and mobilisation more effective. Whenever you go out to raise money, always carry leaflets with contact details of your local group and campaigns on it, and other propaganda. See every
WHAT NOW FOR EARTH FIRST!?

The following is a list of notes which arose from strategy discussions held at the Earth First! Gathering. They are not attempting to be a cohesive proposal, and do not represent any consensus decisions but are just a list of points from brainstorming sessions, intended to stimulate action and further discussion. If we are serious about radical social change, we need to focus on how it is to be achieved.

A Question of Organisation: The ‘how’ of Earth First!

The way we organise is not just a practical question of how to get things done more efficiently - but can offer us a way of starting to create the type of society we desire. Earth First! is a network but how well is it working? Is there anything we can do to make it less dependent upon a small number of people, more inclusive, sustainable and a greater threat to that which we seek to destroy?

- A roadshow around UK, between squat centres, sixth forms etc. Three days of intensive events and actions, but leaving effective and empowered activists behind - don’t just pack up and go.
- We propose that EF! here and now, adopts as its underlying aims - "to dismantle international capitalism" - because this is what is at the root of environmental destruction. Be blatant about it - put it on any literature, comments, statements.
- We propose that EF! learns from the animal rights movement, and decides on one national target, and every local group commits to an ongoing (months) long campaign to shut it down - turning up to monthly or bi-monthly actions. This doesn’t preclude local actions, either on local issues or same target, happening in the meantime.
- Every EF! group should link with a specific other struggle. These could be local or international links. E.g.; South Downs EF! twinned with Zapatistas, Manchester EF! twinned with local allotment holders.
- EF! should organise a big national offensive action.
- Destroy all genetic test sites in the UK, linking with community groups and global issues, but not becoming totally submerged in the issue.
- Planning in local communities and at a national level for a fun and effective ‘Stop The City’ type demo, on June 18th 1998.
- Regionally-based networking gatherings: Emphasis on linking with grassroots groups who do not identify with our ‘movement’... to open up to their agendas rather than aiming to co-opt them into ours. Links should be made for the purpose of material support, common action and skills sharing.
- Strong, local affinity groups (collective responsibility, self-sufficient, national networking, land, community, outreach)
- Revamp the Earth First! network (through sorted affinity groups, networked through focused gatherings and national hits, long term plans for local groups, dropping EF! name from the national network and adopting a more inclusive title)
- Hooking up with local people wanting to take action and skill share/empower.
- Two national gatherings per year, one in summer, similar to as they are now in countryside, but with possibility of indoors venue, more focus on networking etc. The other should be in winter, probably in a city and focused on EF! strategy and planning.
- Someone or a group similar to the Action Update co-ordinating group publishing/co-ordinating a list of EF! groups’ resources (set up an EF! resource database to support community groups).
- Local groups can then go out and get in touch with local communities and say "here we are and this is what we can offer you". The resource group would provide support to encourage local direct action.
- Focus on urgency of sustainable communities, both for ourselves and to others
- Preparing tactically for having to provide for needs within our own communities locally/nationally
- Work on making our network work.
- Looking for issues with community involvement - challenges us in terms of working with people
- Do more action at local level - getting local groups who need to do action to think of hooking up with EF!, e.g. greenfield housing / greenfield development issues; genetics; crop sites ...
- Do more action as Earth First!

How we can make the movement more inclusive: The ‘who’ of Earth First!

What do we mean when we say ‘our movement’? We are people with diverse backgrounds and experiences and we all hold different positions of power in a number of complex hierarchies. How does this affect us and our movement?

- Change media stereotype - we’re diverse not alternative - through leaflet about EF! history and aims
- Target groups we may have common ground with
- Communicate with our natural allies (dockers etc.)
- Challenge our own prejudices - racism, sexism, homophobia etc.
Talk openly about our activities - it is normal to be a revolutionary, you know!

Friendly camps - child space and better hygiene
Basic practicalities: access to sites, physical comfort.
Bring 2 new people each to next year’s EF gathering
Remember that getting involved in the community is as important as actions
Get more rest: sleep first! self-sufficiency and personal sustainability (people don’t have to burn out)
Local friendly approachable actions and groups
As a general policy, try to keep alcohol and drugs out of sight
Don’t stereotype by appearance - stress issues not lifestyle
Be positive when presenting your ideas - don’t be aggressive
Listen to/learn from people, don’t make them feel guilty - EF! does not have a monopoly on truth
Socialise after meetings and actions to help newcomers get more involved.
Use tools from other movements (e.g. peace movement) to improve group dynamics
Don’t let the same people always dominate meetings
Fun introductory games (although remember that they can put people off as well as welcoming them)
De-intellectualise - make literature easy to read
Use more creativity, theatre, etc.
Offer a broader scope of participation - some people cannot afford to get arrested due to work and family commitments
Build coalitions of organisations to represent a broader cross section of people
Actively encourage people to help organise actions. Many activists never get involved in organisation
Think about how much we want to open up / encourage challenges to our own ideologies?
Prioritise meeting new people / local people with open days on site, barbecues etc. and make it fun for them
‘Children Welcome’ signs, and real access for people with disabilities
More emotional support for people just starting to get involved
Organise training and briefing sessions prior to actions, and debriefings afterwards.
Lots of people work 9-5 so schedule meetings at other times
Link with other NGOs/groups e.g. FoE when we have common ground (but beware of compromise!)
Groups should do more stalls, e.g. at gigs and in town centres and campaigns should produce more leaflets to go on them.
Make better use of resources, skills, tools e.g. computer hacking, signing, "preaching"
Question, educate, empower OURSELVES
Empower people not currently active - enable them to defy authority & hierarchy and take control of their own lives;

Looking for the Root of it all: The ‘why’ of Earth First!

In our wider analysis of what is wrong with the world who do we see ourselves as being against? Bosses, cops, transnational corporations, politicians, the authoritarian left, the media - all of these and more?

EF!: "Confronting, stopping, reversing the forces destroying the Earth and its inhabitants"

In order to achieve the above, our movement needs to focus on the following:

Challenge the education system, get the next generation to speak and think for themselves, work together, discover their own radical world view;
Global capitalism (of course, again)
Recognise that capitalism works in the interests of the dominant class therefore we need to become conscious of class and the role it plays within our movement and in wider society.
Use Millennium as focus for educating people about urgency of creating sustainable communities in order to survive into the future
Co-operative and sustainable alternatives can exist in all spheres of our society, and it is as important to build these up as to dismantle system that oppress us.
Recognise that patriarchy is another force oppressing people and destroying the Earth.

The Earth First! Winter Gathering

At the Summer Gathering it was felt by some people that a second annual gathering was needed, focussed solely on strategy and the direction the movement is going. The first EF! Winter Gathering will take probably be held indoors early in the new year.

If you are interested in helping to organise this gathering, or have views on what should be on the agenda, then please contact Nottingham EF!, c/o The Rainbow Centre, 182 Mansfield Road, Nottingham NG1 3HW 0115 958 5666
EF! CONTACTS OCTOBER ’98

WHAT IS EARTH FIRST?!

Earth First! is a network of autonomous local groups that organise non-hierarchically from the grass roots and use Direct Action to confront, stop and eventually reverse the forces that we think may be of use or interest to people. For groups web addresses visit www.k2net.co.uk/ef/

Earth First! is a network of autonomous local groups that organise non-hierarchically from the grass roots and use Direct Action to confront, stop and eventually reverse the forces that we think may be of use or interest to people. For groups web addresses visit www.k2net.co.uk/ef/
ARTHUR’S WOOD

The camp at Arthur’s Wood, is expecting eviction proceedings to begin imminently. The wood is to be felled as it will obscure Manchester Airport’s radar operations when they build Runway Two. On the 18th September the National Trust, who own the wood, signed an agreement with the airport allowing them to carry out tree felling. The wood was given to the trust with the understanding that it was guaranteed to be in safe hands, but this agreement proves yet again that they are not fit to act as guardians of the land.

Numbers are gradually increasing on site, although more support is needed. A protracted eviction could secure time for a successful appeal.

NB. The campaign has been 100% successful in its original aim in preventing tree work during the bird nesting season. Contact 0161 988 1888 but please be subtle.

HILLGROVE CAMPAIGN-ONE STEP CLOSER TO VICTORY

On Sunday 6th September over 2,000 people marched on Hillgrove Farm, cat breeders for the vivisection industry, as part of the ongoing campaign to shut it down. Thames Valley Police had imposed a half mile exclusion zone around the farm but around 50 protesters managed to get into the fields at the back of the farm and after an hour long stand off people made their way back into Witney.

As usual the police meted out their own brand of private army brutality, but, undeterred, the protesters went on to do actions at ‘Harlan Olac’ (breeders of rats, mice and rabbits for vivisection) and the ‘Pig Improvement Company’, where good video footage was obtained. The police were in complete disarray and unable to stop them, an amazing sight considering there were over 500 police and 2 helicopters deployed. Notorious vivisector Prof. Colin Blakemore was also held in his house by police because of demonstrators outside his house.

Chris Brown, owner of Hillgrove Farm, stated in the press: ‘Financially its a disaster, its been devastating, horrific. We’re existing around 50 protesters managed to get into the fields at the back of the farm and after an hour long stand off people made their way back into Witney.

As usual the police meted out their own brand of private army brutality, but, undeterred, the protesters went on to do actions at ‘Harlan Olac’ (breeders of rats, mice and rabbits for vivisection) and the ‘Pig Improvement Company’, where good video footage was obtained. The police were in complete disarray and unable to stop them, an amazing sight considering there were over 500 police and 2 helicopters deployed. Notorious vivisector Prof. Colin Blakemore was also held in his house by police because of demonstrators outside his house.
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As usual the police meted out their own brand of private army brutality, but, undeterred, the protesters went on to do actions at ‘Harlan Olac’ (breeders of rats, mice and rabbits for vivisection) and the ‘Pig Improvement Company’, where good video footage was obtained. The police were in complete disarray and unable to stop them, an amazing sight considering there were over 500 police and 2 helicopters deployed. Notorious vivisector Prof. Colin Blakemore was also held in his house by police because of demonstrators outside his house.

Chris Brown, owner of Hillgrove Farm, stated in the press: ‘Financially its a disaster, its been devastating, horrific. We’re existing around 50 protesters managed to get into the fields at the back of the farm and after an hour long stand off people made their way back into Witney.

As usual the police meted out their own brand of private army brutality, but, undeterred, the protesters went on to do actions at ‘Harlan Olac’ (breeders of rats, mice and rabbits for vivisection) and the ‘Pig Improvement Company’, where good video footage was obtained. The police were in complete disarray and unable to stop them, an amazing sight considering there were over 500 police and 2 helicopters deployed. Notorious vivisector Prof. Colin Blakemore was also held in his house by police because of demonstrators outside his house.

CHRIS GARRETT (Scouse Chris), (CL4664), HMP Grrrr! Contact London Greenpeace or RTS Resistance will be as global as capital...

HUNTINGDON E.G.M DISRUPTED

On 2nd September Huntingdon Life Sciences (HLS) held its Extraordinary General Meeting (EGM). The meeting was disrupted for two hours by 150 share holding activists, one of whom described it as having "descended into chaos". That the company had to call an EGM itself is a sign of the campaigns success in bringing the company to such financial desperation.

HLS have been the target of sustained protest over the past two years because of their role in the vivisection industry. This action is just the latest in a campaign which has seen links between the animal liberation and radical environmental movements being made, which has meant skills from both movements have been shared and put to good use.

Contact: Huntingdon Death Sciences Campaign. PO Box 325, Cambridge, CB1 2UF.

CARLISLE CALLING

Carlisle residents have been angered by a planning application by Alfred McAlpines to build 11 luxury houses in Knowe Field Woods on the northern edge of Carlisle, Cumbria. The proposed site is a 3/4 ha piece of woodland home to roe deer and woodpeckers. Thirty trees on the site have had their protection orders removed by the same councillors that originally granted them and it seems likely that these trees will be felled if the scheme goes ahead.

Schemes such as these are springing up around the country and are objectionable not only because of their environmental impact but also because in a country where thousands are homeless we are yet again faced with production for profit, not need.

Local opposition to the plans is very strong although the principal objectors are mainly in their 70s with no experience of direct action. They need help from activists if their campaign is to succeed.

For more information contact: 0161 232 1736

SECOND BATTLE OF LEYTON LOOMS

Leyton in East London looks set to become the scene of another road battle as construction of the Leyton ‘Relief’ Road now looks imminent. The road is to be built by LB Waltham Forest and is being pushed by the local Labour council. The scheme is essentially a part of the M25 eastern bypass, much of which has now been built. Local people are continuing to oppose the one and a quarter mile stretch through the Walthamstow Marsh nature reserve.

Construction looks set to begin in January 1999. There are squattable houses at the end of the route where the road is to join the M11 link road, but tree houses and tunnels do not look possible due to the marshy ground and young trees.

Local people have been fighting the scheme for twenty years and as the campaign looks set to adopt Direct Action they would appreciate the support and solidarity of activists. Fresh ideas are needed and more immediately help is required with publicity.

Contact: <katya@kay-oss1.demon.co.uk>
Sorry no phone contact.

*STOP PRESS: Work has now started with the clearance of some young trees.*

Prisoners


June

18. Resistance will be as global as capital...

Grrrr! Contact London Greenpeace or RTS Class War Federation conference

October

Stephen Lawrence march, date tbc - go along and join the EF! contingent, meet by the ‘Earth First!!-Smash Fascism’ banner.


3-11. ToXic Planet. An interactiveGE-free art-info squat experience in London! 0831 817384

10. Dutch RTS, Breda

11. National genetic ban drop day. From every church, from every steeple, ‘Stop Playing God, Stop the genetiXXperiment’. 11. Hillgrove Demo, contact ‘Save the Hillgrove Cats’

12. International day of Solidarity with McDonalds workers

14-15. Trident Ploughshares 2000 actions. For contact details see article.

16. World Anti McDonalds Day: contact Veggies 0115 958 5666

17. Anarchist Bookfair: Conway Hall, Red Lion Square, London email m.peacock@uml.ac.uk

17. Counter Globalisation Network resurrection meeting. 0181 980 4534 for more details.

18. Class War Federation conference

20. MAI negotiations start again in Paris

25 - 26 Big Blether 2. Weekend Workshops and environmental discussion in Glasgow. Contact 01555 820400


31. Halloween cross dressing party at Faslane.

31. March on the Monarchy. Hyde Park 2pm Contact MAM PO Box 14672, London E9 5UQ

31. November

1. Anti-military Critical Mass Trespass Meet at 12 noon in vehicles for re-direction at Reading Services, Jct.12 of M4 Courtesy of Portsmouth Anarchist Network

2. Hunt sabbing season starts again. Contact your local group or national HSA: 01273 622827

28 No Shop Day. c/o Enough 0161 226 6668

January

9. Newbury Reunion, ‘Candlelit vigil’ Don’t forget your lighters!

30. -Nov 5.

February

11. -Nov 2.

31. First!-Smash Fascism’ banner.

31. - Nov 5.

March

1. International day of Solidarity with International day of Solidarity with

12. Trident Ploughshares 2000 actions. For contact details see article.

30. -Nov 5.

April

1. -Nov 5.

May

1. -Nov 5.

June

1. -Nov 5.

July

1. -Nov 5.

August

1. -Nov 5.

September

1. -Nov 5.

October

1. -Nov 5.

November

1. -Nov 5.

December

1. -Nov 5.

COPEX
An array of action took place at this year’s COPEX exhibition, the annual showcase for the trade in torture weapons. The gates of Wembley Exhibition Centre were blockaded on the first 2 days, with 500 activists taking part on the first day. There were 24 arrests for obstruction of the highway, and one activist managed to get into the exhibition building and spill red paint over the foyer before being arrested.

As another part of the protests the offices of COPEX exhibitors GEC were occupied for four hours by People for an Arms-Free Future. The occupiers, many of whom attached themselves to various items of office furniture and barricaded themselves into individual offices, were calling for an end to GEC’s indefensible ‘defence’ activities, and an end to GEC itself, since it is a despicable monolith run by an overpaid Blair-knighted toady known as Lord Simpson. A heady stream of polite anti-GEC invective and information was delivered to passing drivers before being arrested.

Back on the street, a beat copper regaled some just random party goer. Involved in confrontation earlier in the day, the party ended and the crowd moved off to the Forest Recreation Ground at which point harassment had driven many away. At 6:00 Road. The van containing the second sound system with a sound system and occupy Mansfield by three police officers.

Around 1000 people were met by police lines ‘policing’ and that was exactly what they got. The crowd eventually managed to meet up with a sound system and occupy Mansfield Road. The van containing the second sound system had its windows smashed and its driver and passenger dragged through them by police.

After this the party started and the atmosphere lightened as people danced and children played. Sadly, by this time the police harassment had driven many away. At 6:00 the party ended and the crowd moved off to the Forest Recreation Ground at which point the police arrested 54 people, some allegedly involved in confrontation earlier in the day, some just random party goer.

One witness commented: ‘This whole saga has rekindled a centuries old feud - Town Vs Gown. We have shown the university that Oxford is not their playground, it is our home, and we have warned developers everywhere of the dangers of putting their profits before local people and the planet’.

The campaign of which the eviction was only one part is continuing. Contact BREATHE, c/o 38a Walton Crescent, Oxford. 07970 343 486, nomoreroads@hotmail.com

GREEN GUARD GONE
Green Guard camp, set up to prevent the construction of 500 houses in Nantwich, near Crewe, has now been evicted. Dwindling numbers meant that the last few occupants chose to move off site the day before the eviction was due to take place. The next day, they watched from a nearby hillside as bailiffs came to evict the site.

The campaign continues, nevertheless. When the bulldozers came for the ancient hedgerows a few weeks later, they were occupied by local people, who proceeded to stop work for four days.

POLICE ATTACK NOTTINGHAM RTS
Nottingham’s Reclaim The Streets party was held on September 19th, in part to compensate for the city council having banned the annual carnival. The party went ahead, but was marred by extreme violence from the local constabulary.

They had been promised ‘zero tolerance policing’ and that was exactly what they got. Around 1000 people were met by police lines as they left the meeting point. Some tried to break through the lines and one was thrown by police through a plate glass window. At this point the crowd retreated and another street was occupied until people were charged by mounted police. One woman holding a baby was dragged screaming across the street by three police officers.

The crowd eventually managed to meet up with a sound system and occupy Mansfield Road. The van containing the second sound system had its windows smashed and its driver and passenger dragged through them by police.

After this the party started and the atmosphere lightened as people danced and children played. Sadly, by this time the police harassment had driven many away. At 6:00 the party ended and the crowd moved off to the Forest Recreation Ground at which point the police arrested 54 people, some allegedly involved in confrontation earlier in the day, some just random party goer.

Oxford LMS BUILDING EVICTED
Wednesday 9th of September saw the start of the eviction of the LMS building in Oxford by the university. The eviction lasted 60 hours, 10 times longer than predicted, and is believed to have cost over half a million pounds.

Local activists had squatted the building to resist the universities plans to destroy it and 8 nearby trees in order to build a business school (funded by an arms dealer) and a new six lane road.

The last tunneller was removed at dusk on Friday 11th, ending the eviction which saw 17 arrests, confiscation and destruction of personal property by police, damage to the (listed) building by police, 3 extra trees illegally felled, one policeman injured (when he fell through a roof) and one protester get two broken fingers. Legal proceedings have begun concerning the illegal fellings, the damage and the injured protester.

One activist commented: ‘This whole saga has rekindled a centuries old feud - Town Vs Gown. We have shown the university that Oxford is not their playground, it is our home, and we have warned developers everywhere of the dangers of putting their profits before local people and the planet’.

The campaign of which the eviction was only one part is continuing. Contact BREATHE, c/o 38a Walton Crescent, Oxford. 07970 343 486, nomoreroads@hotmail.com
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